Photographers’ Guide to Privacy

What every cameraman, photographer and videographer should know about invasion of privacy standards in the 50 states and D.C.
A primer on invasion of privacy

The question of when the coverage and reporting of news becomes an invasion of privacy is a difficult one, especially for photographers and videographers.

Reporting news stories in a way that serves and informs the public will often entail publicizing facts or displaying images that will embarrass or anger someone.

To make privacy matters even more difficult for journalists, courts constantly redefine what is private based upon interpretations of the elusive legal standard of a “reasonable expectation of privacy.”

The California Supreme Court held in 1999 that an employee who knows a conversation in an open office space will be overheard by coworkers can pursue an invasion of privacy claim if that conversation is recorded by a reporter’s hidden camera. The court rejected the notion of privacy as an “all-or-nothing” concept and described an “expectation of limited privacy.” (Sanders v. American Broadcasting Co., Inc., 978 P.2d 67 (Cal. 1999))

The media can also be on the losing end of a multimillion-dollar verdict if a jury agrees that a news organization has omitted or played down facts that put a truthful statement in its proper context. In 2003, a Florida jury awarded $18 million to Joe Anderson, the owner of a road-paving company who sued over a Pensacola News Journal article that truthfully reported he had shot and killed his wife. However, the fact that an investigation determined that the death was a hunting accident was not mentioned until two sentences later, which Anderson said created a false impression that he murdered his wife. A midlevel appellate court overturned the verdict in 2006, but the case is now on appeal to the state supreme court.

The combination of a lack of clear definitions of privacy standards and an acceptance of gradations of privacy puts journalists in a dangerous position.

Under different circumstances, however, courts find the news media are justified in doing what their subjects may feel is invasive.

A federal district court in Oklahoma dismissed a private facts claim when the father of an Oklahoma Army National Guard soldier killed in Iraq sued when photographs of his son’s open casket were published. The court noted that the funeral was open to the public and the press and that the father chose to have an open casket placed where any attendee could walk up and see it. The U.S. Court of Appeals in Denver (10th Cir.) upheld the dismissal, finding that since the soldier’s family members “opened up the funeral scene to the public eye,” they could not assert any invasion of privacy claim. (Bowler v. Harper’s Magazine Foundation, 222 Fed.Appx. 755 (10th Cir. 2007))

The invasion of another’s privacy is a “tort,” meaning a civil wrong against another that results in injury.

A privacy tort occurs when a person or entity breaches the duty to leave another person alone. When journalists intrude on a person’s privacy and cause emotional or monetary injury, they may be forced to pay damages.

Each state has developed its own privacy law, either through the common law, statutes, or both. The right to privacy is an evolving branch of the law, and in most jurisdictions many legal questions remain unsettled.

The tort of “invasion of privacy” is distinct from the constitutional right to privacy, which protects against invasions by the government, although journalists who act jointly with government officials have been held to violate a person’s constitutional privacy right. Journalists should also know that their conduct may lead to other tort claims, such as trespass or the intentional infliction of emotional distress.

The First Amendment places some limits on the application of privacy law to the media. It does not, however, immunize the media completely. To avoid lawsuits, journalists must know how the law in their jurisdiction balances the competing interests of the press and the public against the privacy interests of the subjects of reports.

Courts have recognized four major branches of privacy law: 1) unreasonable intrusion upon seclusion; 2) unreasonable revelation of private facts; 3) unreasonably placing another person in a false light before the public; and 4) misappropriation of a person’s name or likeness.

The facts of a particular case may implicate more than one branch of privacy law. Some states refuse to recognize one or more of the four torts; other states replace or supplement the common law with statutory privacy rights.

This guide provides a general explanation of each privacy tort and related causes.
of action. The state case law section summarizes privacy cases involving photography from federal and state courts throughout the country.

Although photography poses some unique problems in privacy law, in general the legal analysis for invasion of privacy through images parallels the analysis for invasions through words. A complete examination of the privacy law in every jurisdiction is beyond the scope of this guide. However, the introduction to each state summary notes which of the four privacy torts have been recognized in any context by the state.

Intrusion:

One who intentionally intrudes, physically or otherwise, upon the solitude or seclusion of another or his private affairs or concerns, is subject to liability to the other for invasion of his privacy, if the intrusion would be highly offensive to a reasonable person.

— Restatement (2nd) of Torts, § 652B.

Intrusion claims generally arise from the newsgathering process itself rather than from publication or dissemination. For this reason, intrusion is the privacy tort photographers should be most concerned with, since their actions in the field can create liability, even if none of their work is published.

The tort of intrusion is related to trespass, and there are three general types of intrusion claims: surreptitious surveillance, traditional trespass, and occasions when consent to enter a private area has been given and then exceeded (such as when a reporter uses deceptive techniques to gain access to certain areas).

Private Facts:

One who gives publicity to a matter concerning the private life of another is subject to liability to the other for invasion of privacy, if the matter publicized is of a kind that (a) would be highly offensive to a reasonable person; and (b) is not of legitimate concern to the public.

— Restatement (2nd) of Torts, § 652D.

Photographers should not be as immediately concerned with private facts claims as they should be with intrusion claims, since there will usually be editorial oversight about which photographs are published. However, intrusive or potentially intrusive photography tactics could create liability, particularly if photographs taken from private property without permission are published. Absent special circumstances involving crime victims and witnesses, photographs of almost anything visible in a public place do not give rise to actions for publication of private facts.

False Light:

One who gives publicity to a matter concerning another that places the other before the public in a false light is subject to liability to the other for invasion of his privacy, (a) the false light in which the other was placed would be highly offensive to a reasonable person, and (b) the actor had knowledge of or acted in reckless disregard as to the falsity of the publicized matter and the false light in which the other would be placed.

— Restatement (2nd) of Torts, § 652E.

Photographs can lead to false light claims if improperly captioned or when images are used to illustrate stories that are not directly connected with the image itself (for example, a photograph of a thin woman taken for another purpose and later used to illustrate an article about bulimia). However, a photograph that accurately depicts a situation that occurs in public view will often not support a false light claim, even if the person pictured is offended by the image (for example, in a Massachusetts case, a man sued a newspaper for publishing a picture in which he can be seen standing in an unemployment line. Even though the photograph created the false impression that he was there to pick up an unemployment check, he could not recover because the photograph truthfully depicted events that occurred in a public place).

The facts supporting a false light claim will often give rise to a defamation claim as well, but while defamation seeks to redress the harm done to one’s reputation, false light seeks to redress emotional distress. Several states do not recognize false light as a means of recovery, and some states have not decided one way or the other.

Misappropriation:

One who appropriates to his own use or benefit the name or likeness of another is subject to liability to the other for invasion of privacy.

— Restatement (2nd) of Torts, § 652C.

Misappropriation statutes usually have two purposes – protecting ordinary individuals from the mental distress that can accompany the undesired commercial use of their name or image and protecting the property interest that celebrities cultivate in their identities. Usually, using a relevant photograph to illustrate a newsworthy article will not create liability, whereas using a celebrity’s image in an advertisement often will. However, newsworthiness is not always a defense to a misappropriation claim. The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that a news broadcast showing the entirety of the 15-second act of a “human cannonball” could violate the man’s right to publicity, since the broadcast could take the commercial value out of his performance by allowing spectators to see it for free rather than requiring them to buy tickets. Zacchini v. Scripps-Howard Broadcasting Co., 433 U.S. 562 (1977).

Because the use of a celebrity’s likeness in advertising may imply endorsement of a product or service, a celebrity whose likeness is used without consent may also have a claim under the federal Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a), which prohibits false descriptions of products or their origins.

Defenses To Privacy Suits:

Several defenses are available to photographers and news organizations accused of invasion of privacy.

If the subject of the photograph has no reasonable expectation of privacy, then no invasion of privacy is possible. Photographs taken in public places generally are not actionable. Photos of crimes, accidents and accidents usually are immune from “publication of private facts” privacy claims because they are of “legitimate public concern,” which is an element of the tort.

Public figures, who voluntarily expose themselves to scrutiny, waive much of their right to privacy.

Corporations generally cannot claim a right to privacy; unlike the defamation tort, the right to privacy concerns the personal “right to be left alone” rather than reputation. Heirs generally cannot file suit on behalf of deceased people, although some states make exceptions for misappropriation claims.

If a subject does have a reasonable expectation of privacy, consent to have photographs taken and published is a defense to an invasion of privacy action.

In deciding whether to take and publish a questionable photograph, journalists must consider many factors.

The following pages survey the privacy law of the 50 states and the District of Columbia, with emphasis on cases involving photography. In many states the courts have not addressed or resolved questions about the scope of privacy law. Many cases turn on subtle distinctions of fact, and could be decided either way. When in doubt, you should consult an attorney or call the Reporters Committee’s toll-free legal assistance hotline: 1-800-336-4243. •
State-by-State Guide to Privacy Law

The following is a state-by-state listing of cases concerning invasion of privacy by journalists. Where our research did not locate cases concerning a specific type of invasion of privacy, that type of invasion of privacy is not addressed.

Alabama

Intrusion: In Alabama, a photographer can be liable for wrongful intrusion if he intentionally intrudes upon the solitude or seclusion of another if that intrusion would be highly offensive to a reasonable person. When a photographer took a picture of a group of men sitting at a greyhound race, a judge found the photographer was not liable for intrusion, because the men were in a public place where they could not have expected to be ‘secluded.’ Further, the photograph taken was not ‘highly offensive.’ Schifano v. Greene County Greyhound Park, Inc., 624 So.2d 178 (Ala. 1993).

Private facts: Privacy rights are individual rights and cannot be asserted by the relatives of a dead person. Fitch v. Voit, 624 So.2d 542 (Ala. 1993). Further, those who are public figures either by choice or by circumstance have waived their right to privacy at least so far as the information published or broadcast is of a legitimate public interest. Abernathy v. Thornton, 83 So.2d 235 (Ala. 1955).

False light: A photograph of men sitting at a greyhound race depicted normal activities and did not place them in a false light. The men implicitly consented to the photograph by not objecting to the photographer’s presence. Schifano v. Greene County Greyhound Park, Inc., 624 So.2d 178 (Ala. 1993). A photo taken of a woman whose dress blew up as she left a funfair was an invasion of her privacy, because although the photo was taken in a public place, it depicted her at a moment when her status involuntarily changed to one which would embarrass a person of reasonable sensitivities. Daily-Times Democrat v. Graham, 162 So.2d 474 (Ala. 1964).

Misappropriation: A photograph of men sitting at a greyhound race and used for advertising purposes was not found to be misappropriation because no unique quality or value was found in the photograph, and the men implicitly consented to the photograph being taken. Schifano v. Greene County Greyhound Park, Inc., 624 So.2d 178 (Ala. 1993).

Arizona

Arizona recognizes the four privacy torts. Intrusion: An undercover television news crew gained access to a medical laboratory by posing as potential clients and secretly videotaping meetings with a doctor. The doctor’s intrusion claim failed because he had no reasonable expectation of privacy in an office open to the public, and he could not reasonably expect to keep conversations with strangers private. Further, the news crew did not act in a highly offensive manner, because they put no one in danger, did not invade anyone’s home, and were pursuing a story on public health. Medical Laboratory Management Consultants v. American Broadcasting Cos., Inc., 30 F.Supp. 2d 1182 (D. Ariz. 1998).

Arkansas

The Arkansas Supreme Court has recognized intrusion, false light, and misappropriation. There is little Supreme Court case law analyzing the private facts tort, but it appears as though that cause of action would be recognized as well.

Intrusion: A federal trial court upheld a subpoena seeking a television station’s out-takes in a privacy suit, implying that a woman whose surgery was filmed without her consent had grounds to sue for invasion of privacy. Williams v. American Broadcasting Co., 96 F.R.D. 658 (W. D. Ark. 1983).

False light: Publishing a photograph of an elderly woman was actionable when it was used to illustrate a story that falsely stated she quit her job because an affair had left her pregnant. Peoples Bank & Trust Co. v. Globe Int’l Publishing Inc., 978 F.2d 1065 (8th Cir. 1992).

California

California recognizes the four privacy torts, and it has a misappropriation statute. Cal. Civ. Code § 3344. California also has a law that creates civil liability for news photographers who trespass and invade a person’s privacy with malicious intent, allowing a judge to triple a jury’s damages award and award punitive damages. Cal. Civ. Code § 1708.8. The law was amended in 2005 to create an additional privacy tort for assault committed with the intention of capturing images or recordings of the plaintiff. Anyone who commits an assault with the intention of photographing someone is liable for the full extent of damages laid out in § 1708.8, even if no privacy is invaded.

Intrusion: Undercover news reporter secretly videotaped the workplace conversations of employees at a telepsychic marketing company. Even though the employees lacked a complete expectation of privacy in those conversations, since they could be overhead by others, they may still recover because they were covertly recorded. Sanders v. American Broadcasting Companies, Inc., 978 P.2d 67 (Cal. 1999).

News show reporter wore a concealed camera to an acting workshop to investigate potential violations of California labor laws. The court allowed the intrusion claim to go forward to determine whether the workshop was a private place and whether the newsgathering method was highly offensive. A jury eventually found that one cannot reasonably expect an acting workshop to be private. Turnbell v. American Broadcasting Co., No. CV 03-3554 SJO (FMOx) (C.D. Cal. Oct. 28, 2004).

A man sued Out Magazine for publishing a photograph of him dancing shirtless in a story entitled “Dirty Dancing” about drug use and unsafe sex at wild parties. The court found no intrusion because the party the man attended was open to any member of the public who bought a ticket, at least 1,000 people were present, and he was dancing on an elevated platform. Prince v. Out Publishing, 30 Med. L. Rptr. 1289, 2002 WL 7999 (Cal. Ct. App. 2002).

A television network secretly videotaped a new producer’s conversation with a potential source as the two stood at the source’s doorstep and later aired a five-second excerpt of the videotape, even though the source declined an on-camera interview. There was no physical intrusion into the source’s privacy because she was in full public view from the street while speaking with the producer, and the network filmed her from a public place across the street. In addition, the source spoke freely with the producer and must have known the contents of the conversation might be repeated, and the network never revealed her name or address. Detersa v. American Broadcasting Cos., Inc., 121 F.3d 460 (9th Cir. 1997). The California Supreme Court adopted a different standard for taping telephone conversations — a conversation is considered confidential if a party to that conversation has an objectively reasonable expectation that the conversation is not being overheard or recorded. Flamagan v. Flamagan, 41 P.3d 575 (Cal. 2002).

Two people injured in a car accident could sue for intrusion based on the fact that a cameraman recorded emergency care given in a rescue helicopter, regardless of the fact that the accident victims expected their conversations with rescue workers in the helicopter to be overheard by others and the fact that they could not claim a right of privacy at the accident scene prior to being moved to the helicopter. Shulman v. Group W Productions, 955 P.2d 469 (Cal. 1998).

Alaska

The Alaska Supreme Court has recognized intrusion, but only in a non-binding part of an opinion. A federal court recognized a false light claim.

Misappropriation: A North Pole expedition paid for by a news service was a matter of public interest that photographers not employed by
A television news broadcast about a judge who was given the lowest rating possible in a poll of attorneys included footage of him leaving his home. The judge's intrusion claim failed because he was in public view when the footage was filmed, and because the news crew did not enter his property, contact him physically, endanger his safety, or disclose where he lived. *Aisenson v. American Broadcasting Co.*, 269 Cal. Rptr. 379 (Cal. Ct. App. 1990).


The surreptitious recording and photographing of a “quack” doctor, who was later convicted of unauthorized practice of medicine, may constitute an intrusion. Subsequent publication of the photos in Life magazine was not essential to the intrusion upon seclusion claim, but was admissible to establish damages. *Dietemann v. Time, Inc.*, 449 F.2d 245 (9th Cir. 1971).

A domestic violence victim who allowed a television news crew to come into her home could not claim trespass or intrusion. It was irrelevant to her trespass and intrusion claims that she asserted her consent to the media’s presence was obtained through fraud. A possible claim based solely on fraud or intentional misrepresentation did exist, though. *Baugh v. CBS Inc.*, 828 F.Supp. 745 (N.D. Cal. 1993).

**Private Facts:** The publication of a photo of revelers at a public “Exotic Erotic Ball” was protected because the activities were observable by thousands of strangers. *Martin v. Penthouse*, 12 Med. L. Rptr. 2058 (Cal. Ct. App. 1986).

A domestic violence victim who was filmed in her home by a television news crew could sue for disclosure of private facts because the facts broadcast as a result of the news crew’s presence went beyond the information available in a police report. Also, the broadcast may have been degrading, and the victim’s involvement in the domestic violence incident might not have beennewsworthy. *Baugh v. CBS Inc.*, 828 F.Supp. 745 (N.D. Cal. 1993).

Broadcasting footage of rescue workers helping two car accident victims in an emergency helicopter did not create liability for the jurisdiction in which the photograph or videotape is shot and published or broadcast. However, the line between journalism that is protected by the First Amendment and state law, and journalism that creates liability for invasion of privacy, is rarely clear.

Before taking or publishing a questionable picture, a photojournalist might want to consider several factors:

- Generally, what can be seen from public view can be photographed without legal repercussions. Photographs taken in private places require consent.
- Even if people are photographed in public, beware of the context in which the picture is placed (such as an innocuous photo of recognizable teenagers in a story about the rise of teen violence). Use caution when utilizing file footage or photographs to illustrate negative stories. Special effects can be used to render the subjects unidentifiable.
- If consent is required, it must be obtained from someone who can validly give it. For example, permission from a child or mentally handicapped person may not be valid, and a tenant may not be authorized to permit photographs of parts of the building not rented by the tenant. Consent to enter a home may not be consent to photograph it. Consent exceeded can be the same as no consent at all.
- Although oral consent may protect the press from liability for invasion of privacy, written consent is more likely to foreclose the possibility of a lawsuit. However, a subject’s subsequent withdrawal of consent does not bar the publication of the photograph. It simply means that the journalist may not assert consent as a defense if the subject later files suit. In some states the commercial use of a photograph requires prior written consent.

- Permission from a police department to accompany officers who legally enter private property may not immunize journalists from invasion of privacy suits. In most states, authorities may deny photographers access to crime scenes and disaster areas.
- Public officials and public figures, and people who become involved in events of public interest, have less right to privacy than do private persons.
- In some states, using hidden cameras, or audiotaping people without their consent, may invite criminal or civil penalties. See our guide, “Can We Tape?,” at www.rcfp.org/taping, for more information on state eavesdropping laws.
- A photograph may intrude into a person’s seclusion without being published. Intrusion can occur as soon as the image is taken.
- Privacy laws vary widely from state to state, and the law often is unclear within a given state. If in doubt about a situation, a call to a media lawyer or to the Reporters Committee may help you assess the risk.
to go forward by a professional model who sued a coffee company for using a photograph of him on its label without compensating him or obtaining his permission. The case was sent back to the lower court to determine whether any of the company’s profits could be attributed to the use of the model’s photograph. Christoff v. Nestle USA, Inc., 152 Cal. Rptr. 3d. 1439, 2007 WL 1874240 (June 29, 2007).

Dustin Hoffman sued a magazine after a computer-altered photograph of him, dressed in drag as he was in the movie “Tootsie,” made him appear to be wearing certain designer clothes and was published as part of a spring fashion story. Overturning a lower court’s decision in favor of the actor, the Ninth Circuit ruled against Hoffman, finding that the magazine did not publish with actual malice and was not pure commercial speech, meaning it was thus entitled to full First Amendment protection. Hoffman v. Capital Cities/ABC, Inc., 225 F.3d 1180 (9th Cir. 2001).


A photograph of revelers at an “Exotic Erotic Ball” was not misappropriation because the likenesses of the revelers were not commercially exploitable, and the magazine that published the photograph did not use the reveler’s likenesses for advertising purposes. Martin v. Penthouse, 12 Med. L. Rptr. 2058 (Cal. Ct. App. 1986).

-Hustler magazine’s use of a woman’s photograph to illustrate an article attacking her anti-pornography campaign was not misappropriation because her image was not used exclusively for Hustler’s commercial gain. The fact that Hustler operated for profit did not automatically give its contents a commercial purpose. Leibold v. L.F.P. Inc., 860 F.2d 890 (9th Cir. 1988).

A feminist author did not state a misappropriation claim against a magazine for using her name in a sexually-explicit photograph and cartoon captions because the magazine did not appropriate commercial benefit of her performance, and the captions did not suggest her endorsement of the magazine. Dworkin v. Hustler, 867 F.2d 1188 (9th Cir. 1989).

A magazine was entitled to use a celebrity’s picture and refer to her in a truthful manner as part of an advertisement soliciting subscriptions, as long as the photo indicated the content of the publication — regardless of whether the celebrity had actually endorsed the publication. Ober v. Forum, 692 F.2d 634 (9th Cir. 1982).


Advertisers who used a former professional baseball player’s likeness, without his consent, in a drawing that appeared in an advertisement for beer misappropriated his image under common law and under the California statute, so long as the drawing could easily be identified as depicting the player. Newcombe v. Adolph Coors Co., 157 F.3d 686 (9th Cir. 1998).

Colorado

Colorado recognizes intrusion, private facts and misappropriation. In 2002, the state Supreme Court ruled that it would no longer recognize false light claims.

-Intrusion: A private investigator who was hired to determine whether a business was violating zoning laws entered the business property with a telescopic lens. His actions did not intrude upon the business owners’ seclusion. The business owners had no legitimate expectation of privacy in areas of their property visible from a public road, or in actions that violated the law. The court also recognized that business properties often are subject to diminished expectation of privacy. Sundheim v. Board of County Comm’rs, 904 P.2d 1337 (Colo. App. 1995), aff’d on other grounds, 926 P.2d 545 (Colo. 1996).

-When a television reporter enters private property to cover a news event of public interest, he cannot be found guilty of trespassing unless he intended to trespass, acted in reckless disregard of the owner’s rights, or the owner suffered damage because of the trespass. Allen v. Combined Communications, 7 Med. L. Rptr. 2417 (D. Colo. 1981).


-Misappropriation: A woman sued a detective who published a newsletter for law enforcement agencies and legal professionals when he included her name and image in a story accusing her of stealing from the brokerage firm at which she worked. The Colorado Supreme Court held that a truthful article about a matter of public interest was privileged under the First Amendment, so the detective was not liable for misappropriation. The court also held that a plaintiff who seeks damages only for emotional injuries and not economic injuries need not prove the value of her identity in order to recover. Joe Dickerson & Associates, LLC v. Dittmar, 34 P.3d 995 (Colo. 2001).

Connecticut

Connecticut recognizes the four privacy torts. In Intrusion: A reporter and photographer who attended a private “mock unwedding” to celebrate the recent divorces of two individuals and published photographs of the celebration might have intruded upon the participants’ privacy, depending on whether the news media were invited to the party. Rafferty v. Hartford Courant, 416 A.2d 1215 (Conn. 1980).

Surreptitiously photographing a prison inmate during his parole hearing, and subsequently broadcasting the footage, was not intrusive because the prisoner became a public figure by virtue of his crime and his public trial. Travers v. Paton, 261 F.Supp. 110 (D. Conn. 1966).

-Private Facts: A man who was arrested for drunken driving appeared on police videotape punching himself in an apparent effort to create evidence for a police brutality claim. The videotape was broadcast during an episode of the television news magazine Hard Copy. The broadcast did not amount to a publication of private facts because the story was newsworthy and of legitimate public concern, and because the man had no reasonable expectation of privacy during his arrest and subsequent booking. Cowras v. Hard Copy, 56 F.Supp.2d 207 (D. Conn. 1999).

-False Light: The individual arrested for drunken driving (above) also could not support his false light claim, which in Connecticut requires a showing of “actual malice” — knowledge of falsity or reckless disregard for the truth — because the broadcaster’s failure to interview the man or confirm that a police brutality complaint was being filed did not amount to reckless disregard for the truth. Cowras v. Hard Copy, 56 F.Supp.2d 207 (D. Conn. 1999).

-Misappropriation: The man (above) also could not bring a misappropriation claim because the videotape was used to illustrate a non-commercial, newsworthy broadcast. The fact that the broadcasting company operates for profit did not, by itself, make the videotape use commercial. Cowras v. Hard Copy, 56 F.Supp.2d 207 (D. Conn. 1999).

-When a person whose photograph is used in an advertisement without his permission files suit and asks for punitive damages, he must prove malice — reckless indifference to the rights of others or intentional and wanton violation of those rights — to recover damages. Venturi v. Savitt, 468 A.2d 933 (Conn. 1983).

-Misappropriation can occur when a photo is used, without the subject’s permission, for advertising purposes. Korn v. Reminson, 156 A.2d 476 (Conn. Super. Ct. 1959).

Delaware

Delaware has recognized the four privacy torts, but it has yet to consider a misappropriation case.

District of Columbia

-Intrusion: A reporter did not intrude upon the privacy of a public school principal and secretary by entering the school to interview the principal and, later, to retrieve a notebook because the reporter was only present in the areas that were open to the public and in which school employees had no expectation of privacy. Marcus Garvey Charter Sch. v. Washington Times
**Private Facts:** A jury was deemed the appropriate body to determine whether documentary film footage of a young girl using dolls to demonstrate alleged sexual abuse amounted to wrongful disclosure of private facts, or was a matter of legitimate public concern. *Foretich v. Lifetime Cable*, 777 F.Supp. 47 (D.D.C. 1991), appeal dismissed, 953 F.2d 688 (D.C. Cir. 1992) (case settled March 23, 1992).

The publication of a photograph of a drug addict alongside a story quoting the same addict but using a pseudonym was not a publication of private facts because the addict consented to the interview and waived any privacy rights with respect to the photograph. The public’s interest in drug addiction supported the dissemination of credible information on the effects and risks of drug abuse, and the addict’s claims regarding his lack of consent were not credible. *Little v. Washington Post*, 11 Med. L. Rptr. 1428 (D.D.C. 1985).

**False Light:** A woman whose photograph was broadcast in a television report while the accompanying narration said “for the 20 million Americans who have herpes, it’s not a cure,” had a valid false light claim because viewers might have inferred that she had herpes. *Duncan v. WJLA-TV*, 106 F.R.D. 4 (D.D.C. 1984).

Television news broadcasts that suggested a local landlord, who was a private figure, tipped off drug dealers about an impending police raid did not create liability for false light invasion of privacy because the broadcasters were not negligent in failing to verify the truth of the allegation, as their source was a high-ranking police official whose credibility could be presumed. *Kendrick v. Fox Television*, 659 A.2d 814 (D.C. 1995).

A clarinetist with the National Symphony Orchestra had no false light claim as the result of the distribution of promotional materials for a holiday concert that depicted an actor posing as a clarinet player. On the issue of offensiveness, the court rejected the clarinetist’s proposed “reasonable performing artist” standard, and the more general reasonable person standard applied. *Kitt v. Capital Concerts, Inc.*, 742 A.2d 856 (D.C. 1999).

**Misappropriation:** A woman whose photographs were used in a before-and-after presentation about plastic surgery had no misappropriation claim because there was no public interest or commercial value in her likeness. *Vasiliades v. Garfinkeles*, 492 A.2d 580 (D.C. Ct. App. 1985).

**Florida**

**Intrusion:** A photographer who accompanied a fire marshal into a home destroyed by fire did not intrude because consent to enter was implied based upon common custom and practice for the news media. *Florida Publishing Co. v. Fletcher*, 340 So.2d 914 ( Fla. 1976), cert denied, 431 U.S. 930 (1977).

Television reporters were not authorized to accompany police executing a warrant in a private school. *Green Valley School Inc. v. Coxes Florida Broadcasting Inc.*, 327 So.2d 810 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1976).

**Private Facts:** Broadcasting footage of the remains of an abducted child’s skull did not support a private facts action because the child’s family believed the discovery of the remains was a matter of public interest. An “outrage” tort claim survived, however, because a broadcast close-up was gruesome and sensational, and the family was not forewarned. *Armstrong v. H & C Communications Inc.*, 575 So.2d 280 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1991).

A television station’s broadcast of film of the arrest of a man clad only in his underwear was protected because the film did not publicize any private facts concerning the man and because his arrest was a matter of legitimate public interest. *Spradley v. Sutton*, 9 Med. L. Rptr. 1481 (Fla. Cir. Ct. 1982), appeal dismissed, 430 So.2d 459 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1983).

A photograph of a woman and her daughter at a courthouse during a paternity suit appearance was not private because it was taken in a public place. Also, details of the paternity suit were not private because they were disclosed in public records. Even if the photograph was originally private, it could have become public after it was purchased from a commercial photographer. *Heath v. Playboy Enters., Inc.*, 732 F.Supp. 1145 (S.D. Fla. 1990).

**False Light:** A model who agreed to let his photographs be used in advertisements for a company that purchased discount life insurance policies sued for unauthorized use of the photographs and invasion of privacy when the photographs appeared in magazines targeted at homosexual males, contending the photographs falsely portrayed him as a homosexual man with AIDS. The court allowed his claim to go forward. *Faccina v. Mutual Benefits Corp.*, 735 So.2d 499 (Fla.Cert.App. 4 Dist. 1999).

Publication of a photograph of a man making an obscene gesture did not constitute false light invasion because the caption indicated that the photo had been retouched. *Byrd v. Hustler*, 433 So.2d 593 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1983), review denied, 443 So.2d 979 (Fla. 1984).

The two essential elements for recovery under a false light theory in Florida are that the false light must be highly offensive to the reasonable person and must be accompanied by knowledge of, or reckless disregard for, the falsity of the publicized matter and the false light in which the subject would be placed. *Harris v. District Bd. Of Trustees of Polk Community College*, 9 F.Supp.2d 1319 (M.D. Fla. 1998).


**Georgia**

Georgia recognizes the four privacy torts.

**Intrusion:** An alleged trespass to collect information on irresponsible land use practices by a real estate development company was not done in furtherance of the right to free speech, so the state anti-SLAPP statute did not apply and the suit could go forward. *Denton v. Brown Mill Development Co., Inc.*, 561 S.E.2d 431 (Ga. 2002).

Filming a prisoner was not intrusive when it was done from a public view. *Cos Communica-
A couple who used a radio scanner to overhear and record their neighbor’s cordless telephone conversation, during which a murder plot allegedly was revealed, may have intruded upon the neighbor’s seclusion. A statutory provision making it illegal to intercept cordless telephone calls arguably created a legitimate expectation of privacy regarding the contents of the neighbor’s conversation and established grounds for an intrusion claim. Hoskins v. Howard, 971 P.2d 1135 (Idaho 1998).

**Private Facts**: A newspaper was protected from invasion of privacy and intentional or reckless infliction of emotional distress claims after publishing a photographic reproduction of a 40-year old newspaper article implicating the plaintiff in homosexual activities. The court held that although the information published was out-of-date and no longer newsworthy, it was a matter of public record. Uranga v. Federated Publications, Inc., 67 P.3d 29 (Idaho 2003).

A couple who recorded a neighbor’s telephone conversation by using a radio scanner alleged that the conversation revealed a murder plot and, consequently, provided the recording to law enforcement authorities. The couple may have published private facts about their neighbor in doing so, because an Idaho law making the interception of cordless telephone calls illegal may have created a legitimate expectation that cordless calls would remain private. Hoskins v. Howard, 971 P.2d 1135 (Idaho 1998).

**False Light**: Disclosure of the tape recording (above) by the couple who used a radio scanner to record a neighbor’s cordless telephone call contained no “materially false” information, and thus could not be grounds for a false light claim. Hoskins v. Howard, 971 P.2d 1135 (Idaho 1998).

**Illinois**


**Intrusion**: Footage that was shot from behind a two-way mirror of an undercover police officer at a massage parlor did not invade the officer’s privacy because his on-duty conduct was a legitimate public interest. Cassidy v. ABC, 377 N.E.2d 126 (Ill. App. Ct. 1978).

Filming a tattooed prisoner, stripped to his gym shorts, in an exercise cage may have invaded his privacy if the exercise cage were in a secluded area. Huskey v. NBC, 632 F.Supp. 1282 (N.D. Ill. 1986).

A prisoner’s right to privacy may have been invaded when he was filmed in his cell without his consent. Smith v. Fairman, 98 F.R.D. 445 (C.D. Ill. 1982).

**Private Facts**: A newspaper’s publication of photographs of a woman’s son as he was treated for a gunshot wound, and as he appeared after his death from that wound, supported a private facts claim brought by the woman. The photographs may have been highly offensive to the reasonable person. No private facts claim on the son’s behalf could survive, however, because a dead person’s privacy cannot be invaded. Green v. Chicago Tribune, 675 N.E.2d 249 (Ill. App. Ct. 1996).


The unauthorized publication by Hustler magazine of nude photographs sold to Playboy portrayed the woman in a false light because Hustler has a racier context and because a caption implied that she was a lesbian. Douglas v. Hustler, 769 F.2d 1128 (7th Cir. 1985), cert. denied, 475 U.S. 1094 (1986).

A hospital security guard could not claim false light invasion of privacy against a television station that taped a guard arresting the camera operator. Hunter v. Cook County, 21 Med. L. Rptr. 1920 (N.D. Ill. 1993).

**Misappropriation**: The use of a photograph from a newscast as a “teaser” prior to a broadcast was not misappropriation. Berkos v. NBC, 515 N.E.2d 668 (Ill. App. Ct. 1987), cert. denied, 522 N.E.2d 1241 (Ill. 1988).

Jesse Jackson was unlikely to prevail on a misappropriation claim concerning the sale of videotape of a television network’s reports on the 1988 Democratic Convention, which included a speech made by Jackson, because public figures have no misappropriation claim when their names and likenesses are used as part of news coverage. A court enjoined the sale of the videotape, however, because, without a disclaimer, Jackson’s name and image on the package could falsely imply endorsement in violation of the Lanham Act. Jackson v. MPI Home Video, 694 F.Supp. 483 (N.D. Ill. 1988).

**Indiana**

Indiana has recognized the four privacy torts. Its misappropriation statute, Ind. Code § 32-13 (1994), was repealed in 2002.

**Private Facts**: The Indiana Supreme Court expressed reservations about the constitutionality of continuing to recognize the private facts tort in 1997. The court found the truth defense to libel, which is explicitly recognized in the Indiana Constitution, poses a substantial obstacle to the recognition of private facts claims, but declined to expand its ruling on the continued recognition of the cause of action beyond the case before it, which involved allegations by an HIV-positive man that information from medical files about his HIV status had been improperly accessed and disclosed to his coworkers. Doe v. Methodist Hosp., 690 N.E.2d 681 (Ind. 1997).

**False Light**: There is no privacy claim when an actor’s career is critiqued, and as part of that critique, his film clips are edited and

**Iowa**

Iowa recognizes the torts of intrusion, private facts and false light. The state has not considered a misappropriation case.

**Intrusion:** Filming a person eating in a restaurant may be intrusive if the person objects to being filmed and is dining in a private or secluded section of the restaurant. *Steevesman v. American Black Hawk Broadcasting Co.*, 416 N.W.2d 685 (Iowa 1987).

The publication of a photograph of the mutilated and decomposing body of a young boy who had been missing for a month was not intrusive because it accompanied a news story that was of legitimate public interest. *Bremmer v. Journal-Tribune Publishing Co.*, 76 N.W.2d 762 (Iowa 1956).

Photographing dead cattle on a farm, as part of a report on a sheriff’s investigation into the livestock deaths, was not intrusive because of the public interest in the investigation. In addition, no trespass was involved because the sheriff gave the reporter permission to enter the property, and once the investigation had begun, the sheriff was the occupier and possessor of the farm and had the authority to grant such permission. *Wood v. Fort Dodge Messenger*, 13 Med. L. Rptr. 1610 (Iowa Dist. Ct. Humboldt Co. 1986).

**Kansas**

Kansas recognizes the four privacy torts.

**Intrusion:** A private figure who is filmed while on private property as the subject of a report on a sheriff’s investigation into the livestock deaths, was not intrusive because of the public interest in the investigation. In addition, no trespass was involved because the sheriff gave the reporter permission to enter the property, and once the investigation had begun, the sheriff was the occupier and possessor of the farm and had the authority to grant such permission. *Wood v. Fort Dodge Messenger*, 13 Med. L. Rptr. 1610 (Iowa Dist. Ct. Humboldt Co. 1986).

**False Light:** The use of stock Mardi Gras parade footage in an “adult” film was not false light invasion because there was no implication connecting any parade participant with the actions of the film’s main characters. *Easter Seal Society v. Playboy Enterprises Inc.*, 530 So.2d 643 (La. Ct. App. 1988).

**Misappropriation:** A photograph of an Indian baby reprinted from a book that was being reviewed was not a misappropriation because that photograph was not altered and did not materially benefit the newspaper. *Nelson v. Maine Times*, 373 A.2d 1221 (Maine 1977).

**Louisiana**

Louisiana recognizes the four privacy torts.

**Intrusion:** A photograph of an “unkempt” house is not intrusive if it is taken from a public view. *Jaubert v. Crowley Post-Signal*, 375 So.2d 1386 (La. 1979).

**False Light:** A boy pictured in a charity’s solicitation pamphlet that incorrectly stated he lived in a trailer was entitled to nominal false light damages. The boy’s parents, however, were not allowed to recover damages. *Bowling v. Missionary Servants of the Most Holy Trinity*, 972 F.2d 346, 20 Med. L. Rptr. 1496 (6th Cir. 1992).

A woman whose nude photograph was submitted to a sexually explicit magazine and published without her knowledge must prove the magazine knew that the submitted consent forms were forged, or acted with reckless disregard for the accuracy of the consent forms, to win a false light claim. *Ashby v. Hustler*, 802 F.2d 856 (6th Cir. 1986).

**Misappropriation:** A boy who was pictured in a charity’s solicitation pamphlet that incorrectly stated he lived in a trailer was entitled to a $100 modeling fee as damages. *Bowling v. Missionary Servants of the Most Holy Trinity*, 972 F.2d 346, 20 Med. L. Rptr. 1496 (6th Cir. 1992).

Maryland recognizes the four privacy torts.

**Intrusion:** An appeals court reversed the dismissal of a claim by a former Congressman who sued two Baltimore Sun reporters who went to his nursing home to interview him without contacting him, his family, or the nursing home beforehand. *Mitchell v. Baltimore Sun Co.*, 883 A.2d 1008 (Md. App. 2005).

Permitting the news media to “ride along” into a person’s home with law enforcement officers as they execute an arrest warrant does not necessarily violate a Fourth Amendment right to be free from unreasonable searches.
and seizures, a federal appellate court held in a case where reporters accompanied officers attempting to execute an arrest warrant in a home in Maryland. Wilson v. Layne, 141 F.3d 111 (4th Cir. 1998), aff’d on other grounds, 526 U.S. 603 (1999). The U.S. Supreme Court, however, held in May 1999 that law enforcement officers who permit the news media to follow them into a home while serving a warrant violate the Fourth Amendment rights of the subjects of warrants. Wilson v. Layne, 526 U.S. 603 (1999).

**Private Facts:** The publication of a crimin


A photograph of a man sitting in a backyard that was used to illustrate an article about teen murders, drug abuse, and severe economic hardship in Baltimore did not reveal “private information.” Kelson v. Spin Publications, Inc., 16 Med. L. Rptr. 1130 (D. Md. 1988).

**False Light:** The photograph of a man sitting in a backyard (above) gave rise to a false light claim because a reasonable editor might have realized that the juxtaposition posed a substantial danger to the man’s reputation. Kelson v. Spin Publications, 16 Med. L. Rptr. 1130 (D. Md. 1988).

**Misappropriation:** A newspaper’s republication of a front-page photograph of children at a fair that had been taken for an advertising campaign was not misappropriation because the photo was used to illustrate the quality and content of the newspaper, not to exploit the children, whose mother gave her consent for the first publication. Lawrence v. A.S. Abell Co., 475 A.2d 448 (Md. 1984).

**Massachusetts**

Massachusetts recognizes intrusion, private facts and misappropriation but has declined to determine whether to permit false light claims. Fox Tree v. Harte-Hanks Communications, Inc., 501 N.E.2d 519 (Mass. 1986). The state has a misappropriation statute. M.G.L. 214, § 3A.

**Intrusion:** A court prohibited the general distribution of a film shot at a state institution for the criminally insane because it portrayed identifiable inmates who were naked, or showed painful aspects of mental disease. The filmmaker also failed to obtain valid releases from all individuals portrayed. The court ruled, however, that the film could be shown to audiences with a professional interest in rehabilitation. Massachusetts v. Wiseman, 249 N.E.2d 610 (Mass.), cert. denied, 398 U.S. 960 (1969).

**Private Facts:** The telecast of a person’s arrest in a murder investigation was not a public disclosure of private facts because the arrest was a matter of public interest. Jones v. Taibbi, 512 N.E.2d 260 (Mass. 1987).

**False Light:** A photograph of a normal child taken for a newspaper’s Christmas charity drive and republished two years later as an illustration for an article on mentally retarded children did not place the child in a false light because he was not identifiable from the photo or accompanying article. Braun v. Globe Newspaper Co., 217 N.E.2d 736 (Mass. 1966).

A photograph of people standing in line for unemployment checks is protected, even if one of the people pictured was there as an interpreter and not to pick up a check, because the photograph was taken in a public place and was newsworthy. Cefalu v. Globe Newspaper Co., 391 N.E.2d 935 (Mass. App. Ct. 1979), cert. denied, 444 U.S. 1060 (1980).


**Misappropriation:** The photograph of a woman surrounded by a party scene, which accompanied an article on modern sexual mores called “After the Sexual Revolution,” was not misappropriation because the photo was published as sociological commentary, not to solicit sales of the magazine. Tropeano v. Atlantic Monthly, 400 N.E.2d 847 (Mass. 1980).

**Michigan**

Michigan recognizes the four privacy torts.

**Private Facts:** A photograph of undercover narcotics agents that was taken as they entered a courthouse to testify did not disclose private facts because it was taken in a public place and accompanied a news article about a political and philosophical controversy. Ross v. Burns, 612 F.2d 271 (6th Cir. 1980).

**False Light:** A police officer brought suit against a newspaper for defamation and false light invasion of privacy when it published a photograph identifying him as the officer who had stalked a former lover. His claim failed because he was a public figure and could not prove the newspaper acted with actual malice. Tomkiewicz v. Detroit News, Inc., 635 N.W.2d 36 (Mich. App. 2001).

A group of Shriners could not sue Newsweek for false light for selling a photograph for use on an album cover because the magazine was not actively involved in designing the album cover. Morris v. Boucher, 15 Med. L. Rptr. 1089 (E.D. Mich. 1988).

**Misappropriation:** The telecast of a person’s arrest in a murder investigation was not a public disclosure of private facts because the arrest was a matter of public interest. Jones v. Taibbi, 512 N.E.2d 260 (Mass. 1987).

A photograph of a normal child taken for a newspaper’s Christmas charity drive and republished two years later as an illustration for an article on mentally retarded children did not place the child in a false light because he was not identifiable from the photo or accompanying article. Braun v. Globe Newspaper Co., 217 N.E.2d 736 (Mass. 1966).

A photograph of people standing in line for unemployment checks is protected, even if one of the people pictured was there as an interpreter and not to pick up a check, because the photograph was taken in a public place and was newsworthy. Cefalu v. Globe Newspaper Co., 391 N.E.2d 935 (Mass. App. Ct. 1979), cert. denied, 444 U.S. 1060 (1980).


**Misappropriation:** The photograph of a woman surrounded by a party scene, which accompanied an article on modern sexual mores called “After the Sexual Revolution,” was not misappropriation because the photo was published as sociological commentary, not to solicit sales of the magazine. Tropeano v. Atlantic Monthly, 400 N.E.2d 847 (Mass. 1980).

**Mississippi**

Mississippi recognizes intrusion, private facts, and misappropriation, but has reserved the question of whether to allow false light claims.

**Intrusion:** The publication of photographs of mentally retarded children without the consent of their parents may be intrusive, even though the photographs accompanied an article about a public school’s special education class, which was a matter of legitimate public interest. Deaton v. Delta Democrat Publishing Co., 326 So.2d 471 (Miss. 1976).

**Private Facts:** As long as photographs of public officials, such as a sheriff, are taken for publication in connection with a legitimate news story, there can be no invasion of privacy. Martin v. Dorton, 50 So.2d 391 (Miss. 1951).

**False Light:** The publication of a photograph of a person involved in an automobile accident who was charged with driving under the influence, and an article stating that he had been charged similarly three weeks earlier, were not false light invasion because the portrayal was accurate. Prescott v. Bay St. Louis Newspapers, 497 So.2d 77 (Miss. 1986).

**Missouri**

Missouri has recognized intrusion, false light, and misappropriation claims but has

**Intrusion:** Even though an enormously obese hospital patient granted an interview to a reporter and talked about her illness, she did not give the reporter permission to use her name or photograph, and when her name and photograph were published, she had grounds for an invasion of privacy suit. *Barber v. Time, Inc.*, 159 S.W.2d 291 (Mo. 1942).

An undercover television reporter who entered a hospital’s alcohol treatment center by pretending to be an alcoholic did not commit intrusion against the hospital because corporations have no right of privacy. *W.C.H. of Waverly v. Meredith Corp.*, 13 Med. L. Rptr. 1646 (W.D. Mo. 1986).

**Private Facts:** Television footage of a person with his hands on top of a police car during an erroneous arrest did not disclose any private facts because the arrest did not disclose any private facts because the arrest was a matter of legitimate public interest, and the film was shot in a public place. *Williams v. KCMO*, 472 S.W.2d 1 (Mo. 1971).


**False Light:** A photograph taken during a sheriff’s drug raid that showed a sign bearing the name of a Christmas-tree farm did not portray the farm’s owner in a false light, even though he was not the subject of the raid, and no drugs were found on his property. Police activities are a matter of public interest and cannot be the basis for a false light claim. The article accompanying the photo did not mention the landowner’s name, as it reported only the names of people involved in the raid. *Hagler v. Democrat-News*, 699 S.W.2d 96 (Mo. Ct. App. 1985).

**Montana**

Montana has implicitly recognized the false light and private facts torts but has not yet recognized intrusion or misappropriation claims.


**Private Facts:** The Montana Supreme Court recognized that the state constitution provides an exception to the “public’s right to know” that extends to natural human beings but not corporations. *Great Falls Tribune v. Montana Public Service Com’n*, 82 P.3d 876 (Mont. 2003).

**Nebraska**


**Intrusion:** A woman who was secretly photographed while at a tanning salon had a claim against the tanning salon owner who photographed her even if she could not prove the incident caused her severe emotional distress. *Sabrina W. v. Willman*, 540 N.W.2d 364 (Neb. Ct. App. 1995).

**Nevada**

Nevada’s courts have recognized the torts of intrusion, private facts, and misappropriation and have suggested that they would recognize false light. Nevada also has a right of publicity statute. NRS 598.980-988.

**Intrusion:** Secretly videotaping an orangutan trainer in a staging area did not amount to an intrusion on his seclusion because he did not expect to be isolated, and any intrusion that did occur was not highly offensive. *PETA v. Bobby Berosini Ltd.*, 895 P.2d 1269 (Nev. 1995).

**False Light:** Filming and distributing the videotape of the orangutan trainer did not support a defamation or false light claim, since the videotape accurately portrayed the trainer’s actions. *PETA v. Bobby Berosini Ltd.*, 895 P.2d 1269 (Nev. 1995).

**Misappropriation:** The animal trainer could not claim common-law misappropriation because the tort applies to ordinary people, not celebrities; the trainer should have sought recovery under the right of publicity statute, the state supreme court held. *PETA v. Bobby Berosini Ltd.*, 895 P.2d 1269 (Nev. 1995).

**New Hampshire**

New Hampshire courts have recognized intrusion and private facts claims. They have not considered false light, and a lower court has rejected the misappropriation tort.

**Private Facts:** A prisoner who voluntarily participated in a television interview for a documentary on prisons and prisoner rehabilitation did not have grounds for an intrusion claim. The court noted that the subject matter of the film was of public interest and that the prisoner was a public figure because of his crime. *Buckley v. WENH*, 5 Med. L. Rptr. 1509 (D.N.H. 1979).

**Misappropriation:** An Olympic swimmer’s misappropriation claim failed because the purchaser of a Web site containing her name and likeness did not maintain or use the site after the purchase. *Thompson v. C & C Research & Development, LLC*, 898 A.2d 495 (N.H. 2006).

**New Jersey**

New Jersey recognizes the four privacy torts.

**Intrusion:** An article about a home sale that included a picture of the home was not actionable as intrusion because the photograph was taken from a public street, and the view was available to any bystander. *Bisbee v. Conover*, 452 A.2d 689 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 1982).

A reporter who conducted a surprise interview with a company’s owner was not liable for trespass because he was not warned off and actually had been directed by an employee to the front office. *Macbleder v. Diaz*, 801 F.2d 46 (2d Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 1088 (1987).

**Private Facts:** The owner of a company who became agitated during a surprise television interview about the dumping of hazardous waste on neighboring property had no private facts claim because the encounter was in a public place, the owner knew the cameras were rolling, and the facts were not highly offensive. *Macbleder v. Diaz*, 801 F.2d 46 (2d Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 1088 (1987).

**False Light:** A teacher could not sue for false light based on a newspaper’s publication of a photograph of her with another teacher that was captioned, “Not tonight Ms. Salek. I have a surprise for you.” The photograph clearly was parody, satire, humor, or fantasy. *Salek v. Passaic Collegiate School*, 605 A.2d 276 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 1992).

The owner of a company who was subjected to a surprise television interview about the dumping of hazardous waste on neighboring property had no false light claim based on the station’s failure to include less incriminating

An animal trainer in Nevada lost his intrusion claim against an animal rights group after it secretly videotaped his animals.
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Statements. In addition, there was insufficient evidence to prove the owner was not “intemperate and evasive.” The court added that even if false, the portrayal was not highly offensive. A jury found that the illegal dumping allegation was not substantially false. MacBleder v. Diaz, 801 F.2d 46 (2d Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 1088 (1987).

Misappropriation: The family of a police officer whose death CBS dramatized had no cause of action because the murder was of legitimate public concern. The court also rejected an intentional infliction of emotional distress claim. Lamonaco v. CBS Inc., unpublished, 21 Med. L. Rptr. 2193 (D.N.J. 1993).

When a book did not include a particular photo of a Vietnam veteran, but the publisher’s promotional letter and mail campaign advertisement envelope did, the use of that photograph was misappropriation. Tellado v. Time-Life, 643 F.Supp. 904 (D.N.J. 1986).

New Mexico

New Mexico recognizes the four privacy torts.

False Light: An artist drew a sketch of a normal Navajo child that later became a design for note cards sold to benefit United Cerebral Palsy. The publication of a photograph of the sketch alongside a newspaper article about the card’s sale did not portray the child in a false light. The court said that while traditional Navajo might believe the child would have bad luck later in life because the photo associated her with cerebral palsy, “persons of ordinary sensibilities” would not find the portrayal offensive. Bittie v. Walston, 515 F.2d 659 (N.M. Ct. App. 1973).

Misappropriation: The photograph of a Navajo woman and her son published with an article about the work of a deceased photographer was not misappropriation because the photograph was used for an illustrative, not commercial, purpose. Bemmelly v. Hundred Arrows Press, 614 F.Supp. 969 (D.N.M. 1985), rev’d on other grounds, 858 F.2d 618 (10th Cir. 1988).

New York

The right to privacy in New York is governed solely by a misappropriation statute. N.Y. Civ. Rights Law §§ 50, 51.

Intrusion: An HBO camera crew filmed models posing naked on New York City streets for a program called “Real:Sex.” A bystander who saw a crowd gathered around the models stopped to see what was happening, was filmed as part of the crowd, and appeared on the program in introductory footage as part of the crowd and in a close-up. She had no invasion of privacy claim because she voluntarily joined a crowd gathered at a newsworthy event, and her embarrassment alone could not support an invasion claim. Gaeta v. Home Box Office, 645 N.Y.S.2d 707 (N.Y. Civ. Ct. 1996).

Consent to being photographed may be implied by a highly public lifestyle, which makes the person a subject of public interest. However, a photographer was found to have harassed Jackie Onassis by constantly tailing her, jumping about to position himself for photos, bribing doormen for a chance to get closer to her, and romancing family servants to learn her schedule. Galella v. Onassis, 487 F.2d 896 (2d Cir. 1973). Nine years later, the photographer was found in contempt of an earlier injunction against such behavior. Galella v. Onassis, 533 F.Supp. 1076 (S.D.N.Y. 1982).


A television crew that was invited by a humane society investigator to accompany him could not claim that either the newsworthiness of the official’s search of a house or custom implied the consent of the homeowner for the media to enter the house. A court upheld the homeowner’s right to bring trespass charges against the media. Anderson v. WROC-TV, 441 N.Y.S.2d 220 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1981).

By accompanying federal agents on a search of an apartment, a television news crew may have become a “state actor,” and thus, may have violated the constitutional privacy rights of a woman and her son. Ayeni v. CBS Inc., 848 F.Supp. 362 (E.D.N.Y. 1994).

Misappropriation: A town justice sued an artist for creating an oil painting caricaturing him; the court found that the painting and its publication were artistic expressions that were entitled to First Amendment protection, and so was the publication of the justice’s name and photograph in conjunction with the caricature. Abbach v. Kidon, 754 N.Y.S.2d 709 (N.Y.A.D. 3 Dept. 2003).

A man brought an invasion of privacy claim against the co-creators of the television show “Seinfeld,” alleging that a character on the show was based on him. He did not state a valid misappropriation claim, however, because the defendants did not use his actual name (although they did use his last name), film him, or make use of his photograph in any way, except in one episode in which he willingly appeared briefly as an actor. Costanza v. Seinfeld, 719 N.Y.S.2d 29 (N.Y. App. Div. 2001).

A model brought a commercial misappropriation claim against a magazine for using her photograph to illustrate a sexual advice column about a teenage girl who had sex with multiple partners. The court held that just because someone’s likeness was used primarily or solely to increase circulation of a newsworthy article, that does not mean it was used for “trade purposes” within the meaning of the civil rights privacy law. The court further found that when a plaintiff’s picture is used to illustrate an article on a matter of public interest, there can be no liability under civil rights privacy law unless the picture has no relationship to the article with which it is packaged, even if a false impression was created. Messenger v. Gruner + Jahr Printing and Publ., 727 N.E.2d 549 (N.Y. 2000).

A man who had been held hostage alleged that a magazine’s photograph essay falsely reported that a new play portrayed his family’s experience. The U.S. Supreme Court held that the man would have to prove that the magazine published the essay with knowledge of falsity or with reckless disregard for the truth. Time, Inc. v. Hill, 385 U.S. 374 (1967).

The privacy rights of a woman who was photographed at a psychiatric facility walking with the mother implicated in a well-publicized child-beating death were not violated because the photograph was related to a news story about a matter of public interest. The court also rejected an intentional infliction of emotional distress claim against the photographer, who used a telephoto lens. Howell v. New York Post Co., 612 N.E.2d 699 (N.Y. 1993).

A doctor was awarded $75,700 for her identified depiction in the background of a picture in a medical center’s promotional calendar. Beverley v. Choices Women’s Medical Center, Inc., 587 N.E.2d 275 (N.Y. 1991).

A couple whose family photograph illustrated a magazine article about caffeine and fertility could not sue for misappropriation, even though the photograph was taken years earlier for another purpose. The court held there was a link between the newsworthy article about fertility and the picture of a large family. Finger v. Omnia Publications International Ltd., 566 N.E.2d 141 (N.Y. 1990).

A man misidentified in a photograph as the person berating the mayor had no cause of action because the picture was newsworthy and was not used for advertising purposes. Bytner v. Capital Newspapers, 492 N.E.2d 1228 (N.Y. 1986).

A newspaper’s publication of a photograph of a black man, taken in a public place, to illustrate an article on the upward mobility of blacks was not misappropriation because his name was not used, and the photograph was published for illustrative, not commercial, purposes. But the photographer and agency that supplied the picture to the newspaper were liable under a state misappropriation law. The law subsequently was amended to protect freelancers supplying photographs for use as news. Arrington v. New York Times, 433 N.Y.S.2d 164 (N.Y. App. Div. 1980), modified, 55 N.Y.2d 433 (1982), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 1146 (1983).

The use of an athlete’s photograph was found merely incidental to a magazine adver-

A magazine cover depicting a spectator watching a parade was not misappropriation because the parade was a newsworthy event. *Murray v. New York Magazine Co.*, 267 N.Y.S.2d 256 (N.Y. 1971).


A newspaper illustrated an article about young drug dealers with a drawing that a freelance artist based on posed photographs of youths not involved in the drug trade; no misappropriation claim existed because there was no showing that the newspaper was at fault. *Quezada v. Daily News*, 501 N.Y.S.2d 971 (N.Y. App. Term 1986).

The publication of a photograph of nude sunbathers in a guide book on nude beaches was not misappropriation because the photograph was taken with the consent of the sunbathers and was used to illustrate a book about a matter of public interest. *Cree v. Crown Publisher*, 496 N.Y.S.2d 219 (N.Y. App. Div. 1985).


A mentally disabled patient who appeared briefly in a documentary about institutionalization had no misappropriation claim regardless of whether there was valid consent because the appearance was incidental, and the documentary was of public interest. *Delan v. CBS, Inc.*, 458 N.Y.S.2d 608 (N.Y. App. Div. 1983).

The female boxer who alleged that another woman was identified as her in *Celebrity Skin* magazine stated a misappropriation claim because, although the nude picture of her would be newsworthy, the picture of a woman misidentified as her would not be newsworthy. To prevail, the boxer would be required to prove knowledge of falsity or reckless disregard for the truth. *Davis v. High Society Magazine, Inc.*, 457 N.Y.S.2d 308 (N.Y. App. Div. 1982).

Displaying a woman’s photograph during a talk show did not violate the misappropriation statute because the broadcast about relationships between mothers and daughters was of public interest. *Wallace v. WWOR-TV Inc.*, 21 Med. L. Rptr. 1959 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1993).


The use of a boys photograph without consent in a book was not actionable because the public had an interest in the subject matter, a child’s initiation into an education system through enrollment in a preschool program. *McWhir v. Kremenz*, 15 Med. L. Rptr. 1367 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1987).

A female police officer depicted during a television news segment about premenstrual syndrome had no misappropriation claim because the use was incidental and introduced a report of public interest. *Ryan v. ABC, Inc.*, 9 Med. L. Rptr. 2111 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1983).

A newspaper that published a photograph of men ogling a woman with an article about a feminist rally later republished the photograph to illustrate an article about psychological rape. The men had no misappropriation claim regarding the second article because the photograph depicted a precise activity discussed in the article. *Jumez v. ABC Records*, 267 N.E.2d 172 (N.C. 1978).

Intrusion: Even though a person consented to having his photograph and name used in an advertisement, when a photograph of someone else appeared in the advertisement with his name attached, he had grounds for a misappropriation claim. *Barr v. Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co.*, 185 S.E.2d 714 (N.C. Ct. App. 1972).

North Dakota

North Dakota has not developed case law or legislation regarding invasion of privacy.

Ohio

Ohio courts recognize all four privacy torts. Previously, the court did not recognize false light, but it reversed its position and decided to recognize it in a 2007 case. *Weiling v. Weinfeld*, 866 N.E.2d 1051 (Ohio 2007).

Intrusion: A news broadcast about children victimized by their parents involvement with
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Drugs included footage of a woman with her children at a drug raid. The woman, who alleged she was at the scene merely to pick up her children from their babysitter, stated claims for intrusion and defamation. Rogers v. Buckel, 615 N.E.2d 669 (Ohio Ct. App. 1992), review denied, 608 N.E.2d 1085 (Ohio 1993).

ABC reporter Geraldo Rivera did not violate a then-existing state wiretap statute when he and a camera crew confronted a suspected “hit man.” Brooks v. American Broadcasting Co., Inc., 932 F.2d 495 (6th Cir. 1991).

A woman who was interviewed by Geraldo Rivera, who secretly filmed and the interview, could not sue for violation of the federal wiretap law because a then-current provision barring taping for “injurious purpose” was unconstitutionally vague and would likely inhibit reporting. Boddie v. American Broadcasting Co., Inc., 881 F.2d 267 (6th Cir. 1989), cert. denied, 493 U.S. 1028 (1990).

Parents sued a headstone company for negligent and intentional infliction of emotional distress for using a photograph of their son’s headstone in their sales brochures. The court found for the company, since there was no proof that it intended to cause emotional distress or that it put the parents in fear of physical peril. Walkosky v. Valley Memorials, 765 N.E.2d 429 (Ohio App. 2001).

Private Facts: Broadcasting videotape of an innocent person wrongly arrested at a bar during a drug raid did not disclose private facts because the raid was a matter of legitimate public concern. Pennwell v. Taft Broadcasting Co., 469 N.E.2d 1025 (Ohio Ct. App. 1984).

The publication of police officer Fred E. Powell’s photograph in an article about substance abuse by officer Fred A. Powell was not a private fact because the photograph was a public record. Powell v. Toledo Blade Co., 19 Med. L. Rptr. 1727 (Ohio Ct. Comm. Pls. 1991).

The publication of a photograph of three children and a policewoman fixing a flat bicycle tire, as part of a photograph spread that included nude pictures of the woman, did not disclose private facts about the children because the photo was taken on a public street while the children were in public view. Jackson v. Playboy Enterprises, 574 F. Supp. 10 (S.D. Ohio 1983).

False Light: A case involving a couple who sued their neighbor over handbills she distributed asking for tips about a potential vandalism on her property gave the Ohio Supreme Court a chance to formally recognize the tort of false light invasion of privacy. Welling v. Weinfield, 866 N.E.2d 1051 (Ohio 2007).

Misappropriation: The U.S. Supreme Court ruled that a news broadcast showing the entire 15-second act of a human cannonball violated his right to control publicity about himself. The Court emphasized that the entire act was shown, implying that it might not recognize a right to publicity claim for the use of something less than an entire act in a news program. Zacchini v. Scripps-Howard Broadcasting Co., 433 U.S. 562 (1977).

A magazine’s incidental use of a man’s wedding photograph in an article did not misappropriate anything of value beyond the value the man placed on his own likeness. Lusby v. Cincinnati Monthly Publishing Corp., 904 F.2d 707, 17 Med. L. Rptr. 1962 (6th Cir. 1990).

The incidental use in a “20/20” program of the likeness of a suspected “hit man” did not support a misappropriation claim because the matter was of legitimate public concern. Brooks v. American Broadcasting Co., Inc., 737 F. Supp. 431 (N.D. Ohio 1990), aff’d in part and vacated in part on other grounds, 932 F.2d 495 (6th Cir. 1991).

Oklahoma

Oklahoma recognizes the four privacy torts. A statute makes misappropriation a misdemeanor. Okla. Stat. tit. 21, §§ 839.1 – 839.3.

False Light: A school board vice president was incorrectly identified as a rape suspect in a newspaper photograph, and he sued the paper for libel, defamation, and invasion of privacy. His invasion of privacy claim was dismissed, but he was allowed to go forward with his libel claim. Strong v. Oklahoma Pub. Co., 899 P.2d 1185 (Okla. App. 1995).

A man whose photograph was published and wrongly identified as that of a convicted murderer could not recover from the newspaper on a false light claim because he did not prove actual malice on the part of the newspaper. Colbert v. World Publishing Co., 747 P.2d 286 (Okla. 1987).

Oregon


Intrusion: The alleged trespass of a news crew during a police search of a home was not sufficient to mandate a finding of invasion of privacy; the jury properly considered other factors in determining that the crew conduct was not highly offensive. Magenis v. Fisher Broadcasting Inc., 798 P.2d 1106 (Or. Ct. App. 1990).

The publication of a photograph of a prisoner being booked at a jail is protected because law enforcement is a matter of public interest. Huskey v. Dallas Chronicle, 13 Med. L. Rptr. 1057 (D. Or. 1986).


False Light: The Oregon Supreme Court noted in a 1998 opinion that it had not previously recognized the false light invasion of privacy tort, but then refrained from deciding whether to do so because the statements before it, regarding a campaign against expansion of an airport, did not place a local stunt pilot in a false light. The state Supreme Court did note, however, that the Oregon Court of Appeals, an intermediate appellate court, has recognized false light claims for more than a decade. Reesman v. Highfill, 965 P.2d 1030 (Or. 1998).

The publication of a photograph of a visitor at an alcohol treatment center’s open house to illustrate an article about the center may have implied that the visitor was a patient at the center. Therefore, the visitor had sufficient grounds for a false light claim. Dean v. Guard Publishing Co., 744 P.2d 1296 (Or. Ct. App. 1987).

Where a photograph of a student accompanied an article that described the student as engaged in an “apparent drug transaction,” the student could not have evidence of her drug use excluded from a trial on her false light claim. Martines v. Democrat-Herald, 669 P.2d 818 (Or. Ct. App.), petition denied, 672 P.2d 1193 (Or. 1983).


A picture of a student apparently engaged in a drug transaction that was included in a feature article did not give rise to a misappropriation claim. Martines v. Democrat-Herald, 669 P.2d 818 (Or. Ct. App. 1983).

A man who challenged his consent to the use of his picture on a poster because he did not receive the promised compensation had no misappropriation claim, but he may have been entitled to modeling fee. Castagna v. Western Graphics Corp., 590 P.2d 291 (Or. Ct. App. 1979).

Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania recognizes the four privacy torts.

Intrusion: A prison official’s grant of permission to a television news crew to film an inmate was not egregious enough to violate the inmate’s constitutional right to privacy. Jones/Seymour v. LeFevre, 19 Med. L. Rptr. 2064 (E.D. Pa. 1992).

The publication of a photograph of people standing at an airline ticket counter beside boxes of merchandise, when used to illustrate a magazine article about the extensive purchases made by Latin Americans in Miami, was protected because the photograph was taken in a public place. Vogel v. Forbes Inc., 500 F. Supp. 1081 (E.D. Pa. 1980).

Private Facts: The publication of a photo-
toograph, along with the name, of a child abuse victim was not highly offensive, given that the man prosecuted for the abuse was a former police chief, and the media had a right to cover his prosecution. *Morgan v. Celender*, 780 F. Supp. 307 (W.D. Pa. 1992).

The publication of a nude photograph of a woman in a bathtub without her consent as a newspaper centerfold was not newsworthy. The court found reasonable grounds for a private facts claim. *McCabe v. Village Voice*, 550 F. Supp. 525 (E.D. Pa 1982).

The publication of a photograph of a football fan at a game with the zipper of his pants open did not disclose private facts because the fan was photographed in a public place for a newsworthy article on football. The court noted that the fan consented to being photographed. *Nef v. Time, Inc.*, 406 F. Supp. 858 (W.D. Pa. 1976).

**False Light:** A jury was entitled to decide whether the use of a man’s photograph on a book cover placed him in a false light by linking him with the Antichrist. *Kennedy v. Ministries, Inc.*, 10 Med. L. Rptr. 2459 (E.D. Pa. 1984).

The publication of a photograph of people standing at an airline ticket counter beside boxes of merchandise, used to illustrate a magazine article about extensive purchases made by Latin Americans in Miami, did not portray the subjects in an offensive manner. *Fogel v. Forbes Inc.*, 500 F. Supp. 1081 (E.D. Pa 1980).

When television news editors spliced film segments together for a “shock effect” and made a hunter falsely appear to be shooting a goose that was not in flight, the hunter had grounds for a false light claim. The court said the splicing and inaccurate portrayal would be sufficient evidence of actual malice. *Ubl v. CBS*, 476 F. Supp. 1134 (W.D. Pa. 1979).

**Misappropriation:** A model stated a claim for misappropriation against a nonprofit group that used his picture to illustrate the cover of a book and in advertisements for the book. *Kennedy v. Ministries, Inc.*, 10 Med. L. Rptr. 2459 (E.D. Pa. 1984).

**Rhode Island**


**Intrusion:** A television reporter placed a phone call to a man who had taken his wife hostage, but had just released her, without informing the police or the man’s family about the call. The man agreed to speak to the reporter and to the taping of the conversation, informing the police or the man’s family that the man prosecuted for the abuse was a former police chief, and the media had a right to cover his prosecution. *Morgan v. Celender*, 780 F. Supp. 307 (W.D. Pa. 1992).

**False Light:** The publication in a sexually explicit magazine of a photograph of elementary school girls under a caption “Little Amazons Attack Boys” was not a false light invasion because the photo illustrated a wire service article about fighting among elementary school students. The court said the photo did not imply that the girls had consented to publication or had endorsed the magazine editorial view. *Fudge v. Penthouse Intl*, 840 F.2d 1012 (1st Cir. 1988).

**Misappropriation:** No cause of action existed for the initial, newsworthy publication of a picture of a sailor kissing a nurse in Times Squaee on V-J day. Subsequent publications and limited-edition sales had a commercial purpose apart from the dissemination of news, however, and the man who claimed to be the sailor stated a cause of action for misappropriation. *Mendonsa v. Time Inc.*, 678 F. Supp. 967 (D.R.I. 1988).

**South Carolina**

South Carolina courts have recognized intrusion, private facts, and false light claims but have not considered misappropriation.


**False Light:** A magazine published a photograph of a group of people at a casino captioned, “High Rollers at the Monte Carlo club have dropped as much as $20,000 in a single night. The U.S. Department of Justice estimates that the Casino grosses $20 million a year, and that one-third is skimmed off for American Mafia families.” The court said a man in the photo had grounds for a false light claim because the caption may have implied he was a high stakes gambler or member of the Mafia. *Holmes v. Curtis Publishing Co.*, 303 F. Supp. 522 (D.S.C. 1969).

**South Dakota**

The South Dakota Supreme Court recognizes a general cause of action for invasion of privacy but has refrained from expressly accepting or rejecting the four traditional torts.

**Intrusion:** Supreme Court Justice Harry Blackmun stayed a preliminary injunction barring the broadcast of surreptitiously videotaped footage of a beef processing plant because he found the injunction was an invalid prior restraint. The trial court had held that the plant would likely succeed on trespass and other claims. *Federal Beef Processors v. CBS Inc.*, Civ. No. 94-590 (N.D. Cir. Ct. Feb. 7, 1994), *injunction stayed*, CBS, Inc. v. Davis, 114 S.Ct. 912 (Blackmun, Circuit Justice 1994).

**Private Facts:** The wife of a state senator, who also was the majority owner and president of one of their family businesses, was the subject of a newspaper article and a subsequent letter to the editor in response to the article that suggested her position with the family business was orchestrated to allow the business to qualify for government benefits as a minority or woman-owned business. Her and her husband’s lawsuit for invasion of privacy over the letter to the editor failed because the two were public figures engaged in activities of legitimate public concern. *Krueger v. Austad*, 545 N.W.2d 205 (S.D. 1996).

The publication of a photograph of a 69-year-old post office employee sorting mail, taken with the postmaster’s permission, to illustrate an article on financial hardships of the elderly was protected because the federal government retirement age of 70 is a legitimate matter of public interest. *Truex v. Keno Enterprises Inc.*, 119 N.W.2d 914 (S.D. 1963).

**Tennessee**

Although Tennessee courts have rejected most privacy claims, they have implicitly recognized the four torts. The state also has a misappropriation statute. Tenn. Code Ann. §§ 47-25-1101.

**Private Facts:** A network was not liable for publicizing the fact that a woman was a nude dancer because her activities were open to the public. *Puckett v. ABC Inc.*, 917 F.2d 1305, 18 Med. L. Rptr. 1429 (6th Cir. 1990).

**False Light:** A nude dancer shown in a news program dancing at a club where drugs, sex, and contract murders were available did not state a false light claim because the dancer was accurately shown as a “nude female dancer in a seedy and crime-infested bar.” *Puckett v. ABC Inc.*, 917 F.2d 1305, 18 Med. L. Rptr. 1429 (6th Cir. 1990).

**Misappropriation:** The merely incidental depiction of a nude dancer in a news report about crime in the club where she danced was not a commercial appropriation of her likeness. *Puckett v. ABC Inc.*, 917 F.2d 1305, 18 Med. L. Rptr. 1429 (6th Cir. 1990).

**Texas**


**Intrusion:** A court allowed a man to go forward with his invasion of privacy suit against his wife and the private investigator she hired to install a camera in the couple’s bedroom. *Clayton v. Richards*, 47 S.W.3d 149 (Tex. App. Texarkana 2001).

A television broadcast that showed footage of a private residence was protected because it was shot from a public street. *Webb v. CBS*, 721 F.2d 506 (5th Cir. 1983).

**Private Facts:** A man was allowed to sue a newspaper for breach of fiduciary duty, tortuous interference with contract, and negligent infliction of emotional distress after it published photographs of his dead wife in her coffin, but the court ruled for the newspaper on all issues. *Cox Texas Newspapers, L.P. v. Wootten*, 59 S.W.3d 717 (Tex. App. Austin 2001).
A photograph from a high school soccer game that showed a player's genitalia was privileged under the First Amendment because the public event was newsworthy. *McNamara v. Freedom Newspapers Inc.*, 802 S.W.2d 901 (Tex. Ct. App. 1991).

A news broadcast that used the first name of a rape victim and a picture of the residence where she was attacked did not support an invasion of privacy claim because the broadcast—which questioned the guilt of the convicted rapist—was newsworthy. *Ross v. Midwest Communications Inc.*, 870 F.2d 271 (5th Cir., cert. denied, 493 U.S. 935 (1989).


*Misappropriation*: Anheuser-Busch did not misappropriate the name and likeness of a war hero in a documentary about Hispanic war heroes because the film was made not to boost sales, but as a public service. *Benavidez v. Anheuser-Busch Inc.*, 873 F.2d 102 (5th Cir. 1989).

**Utah**

Utah has, at least implicitly, recognized the four privacy torts. See *Cox v. Hatch*, 761 P.2d 556 (Utah 1988).

*Intrusion*: The First Amendment barred an intrusion claim brought by a group of postal workers depicted with Sen. Orrin Hatch in a campaign flier. Their privacy interests were deemed minimal when the workers had permitted the picture to be taken in a public, or semi-public, place with a political candidate. The court held alternatively that the workers endorsements had no intrinsic value, and their likenesses were merely incidental to the flier. *Cox v. Hatch*, 761 P.2d 556 (Utah 1988).

**Vermont**

There is little privacy law in Vermont, although the Vermont Supreme Court has implied that the state would recognize the four torts.

**Virginia**

Virginia recognizes only the misappropriation tort. Virginia Code § 8.01-40.

*Misappropriation*: The publication of a photograph of a prisoner sleeping in his cell was protected from a claim for invasion of privacy under the federal Civil Rights Act because prisoners surrender most aspects of their right to privacy while incarcerated. *Jenkins v. Winchester*, 8 Med. L. Rptr. 1403 (W.D. Va. 1981).

**Washington**


*Intrusion*: Employees of a county medical examiners office were accused of displaying autopsy photographs in a manner that invaded the privacy of the relatives of the deceased pictured. The state Supreme Court unanimously found that a common law right to privacy exists in Washington and that the autopsy photographs clearly were private, and also that the relatives had a protectable privacy interest in the autopsy photographs. *Reid v. Pierce County*, 961 P.2d 333 (Wash. 1998).

*Private facts*: A non-journalist who videotaped a demonstration won a declaratory judgment stating that a ban on recording oral communications did not apply to recording, with a readily visible device, conversations on a public street that are loud enough to be heard by others. *Fordyce v. City of Seattle*, No. C92-75 WD (W.D. Wash. 1993).

**False light**: The First Amendment barred the false light claim asserted by certain postal workers pictured with Sen. Orrin Hatch in a campaign advertisement. The implication of support for a certain candidate or membership in a political party would not be highly offensive to a reasonable person. *Cox v. Hatch*, 761 P.2d 556 (Utah 1988).

**West Virginia**

West Virginia recognizes the four privacy torts.

**Wisconsin**

By statute, Wisconsin recognizes causes of action for intrusion, private facts, and misappropriation but rejects false light. § 895.50 *Wis. Stats.*

*Intrusion*: A woman had no privacy claim against a television station that allegedly broke a promise by filming her as she rolled a marijuana cigarette. Because the woman had publicly admitted to using marijuana, the footage of her rolling the cigarette did not further damage her reputation. *Aberton v. TAK Communications Inc.*, 447 N.W.2d 539, 16 Med. L. Rptr. 2271 (Wis. Ct. App. 1989).

A television cameraman who entered a private home with the police and videotaped a search and arrest committed a trespass. *Stevens v. Television Wisconsin Inc.*, No. 85-CV3227 (Wis. Cir. Ct. 1987).

*Private facts*: A teenager appeared on a talk show and attacked her stepmother's character, and the stepmother, who also appeared on the show, responded by reading to the studio audience a police report that described the teenager as having been “engaged in violent, abusive, indecent, profane, boisterous, unreasonably loud behavior,” and having “threatened to hit others.” The broadcast of the reading of the police report was not a publication of private facts because the stepmother had a right to reply publicly to the teenager's public accusations, despite the existence of laws protecting juvenile police records from disclosure. In addition, the court found that the broadcaster was allowed to assert the stepmother's privilege regarding her right to reply to the accusations made against her. *Howell v. Tribune Entertainment Co.*, 106 F.3d 215 (7th Cir. 1997).


**Wyoming**

Wyoming courts have had little occasion to consider the privacy torts. In one defamation case, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit held that the same First Amendment considerations applied to defamation and false light claims. *Pring v. Penthouse Intl Ltd.*, 695 F.2d 438 (10th Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 462 U.S. 1132 (1983). **